Motivation: Regulatory proteases modulate proteomic dynamics with a spectrum of specificities against substrate proteins. Predictions of the substrate sites in a proteome for the proteases would facilitate understanding the biological functions of the proteases. High-throughput experiments could generate suitable datasets for machine learning to grasp complex relationships between the substrate sequences and the enzymatic specificities. But the capability in predicting protease substrate sites by integrating the machine learning algorithms with the experimental methodology has yet to be demonstrated. Results: Factor Xa, a key regulatory protease in the blood coagulation system, was used as model system, for which effective substrate site predictors were developed and benchmarked. The predictors were derived from bootstrap aggregation (machine learning) algorithms trained with data obtained from multilevel substrate phage display experiments. The experimental sampling and computational learning on substrate specificities can be generalized to proteases for which the active forms are available for the in vitro experiments. Availability: http://asqa.iis
INTRODUCTION
Proteases-a class of enzyme coded in about 2% of the genes in the human genome-participate in large varieties of biological activities both in maintaining health and in causing diseases (see for example, Hedstrom, 2002; Jin and El-Deiry, 2005; Marnett and Craik, 2005; Packard and Komoriya, 2008; Pissarnitski, 2007) . The members in this class of enzyme recognize specific substrate protein sequences and catalyze the hydrolysis of designated peptide bonds to activate or degrade the substrate proteins. The effects of the hydrolysis reactions are frequently amplified, resulting in rapid and substantial change of the biological systems through modulating the balance of proteomic dynamics. Despite their biological importance, the substrate specificities for the majority of the proteases remain incompletely understood, hampering critical understanding of the biological functions of the proteases and the capabilities in designing inhibitors for the proteases as therapeutics.
The origin of the substrate specificities of the proteases can be rationalized through the interaction of the peptidyl substrates with the active sites (Tyndall et al., 2005) , but complete characterization of a protease's specificity requires extensive in vitro experiments. Although high-throughput methods have been developed to quantify protease specificity against a large number of substrates (Gosalia et al., 2005; Salisbury et al., 2002) , enumerating all the possibilities in the substrate sequence space remains experimentally intractable. Combinatorial peptide libraries have been constructed for protease specificity analyses (Harris et al., 2000; Marnett and Craik, 2005) , but the experimental premise has to rely upon the assumptions that the protease substrate recognition subsites are independent and that the substrate protease binding modes are unchanged regardless of the variation of the substrate sequences. Increasing body of evidence suggests that both assumptions are problematic (Brandstetter et al., 1996; Coombs et al., 1999; Ding et al., 2006; Hsu et al., 2008; Laskowski and Qasim, 2000) . Consequently, it met with limited success in generalizing the experimental data to computational models capable of predicting potential substrate sites in proteomes.
Substrate phage display (Deperthes, 2002; Hsu et al., 2008; Matthews and Wells, 1993; Ohkubo et al., 2001; Smith et al., 1995) as a platform to characterize substrate protease specificity is not subject to the assumptions pertinent to the subsite independency and the substrate binding modes. Moreover, the phage display approach is advantageous over other high-throughput methods in that this method can effectively exclude from further investigation the amino acid sequences that have little activity as substrates for the protease. Although the scope of the specificity measurement is still subject to experimental limitation even with high-throughput platforms, machine learning processes, when adequately designed, can most effectively make use of the dataset suitable for elucidating optimal rules governing the substrate specificity.
The essence of machine learning algorithms requires that the dataset for training contains both positive and negative examples implicitly covering the majority of the rules in substrate specificity recognition. But due to restriction of experimental resources, the dataset tends to be limited to a few hundred experimentally characterized learning cases. Thus, specifically designed substrate phage display procedures were required for optimal machine learning. Two levels of substrate phage display experiments (Hsu et al., 2008) were carried out to collect not only the most effective substrate sequences (informative positive examples)-the substrate sequences with seemingly cleavable pattern but could not be cleaved by the enzyme (informative negative examples) were also identified and used in the training procedures. Moreover, for each of the positive examples, the specificities were quantified with quantitative enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (Hsu et al., 2008; Sharkov et al., 2001) . The dataset containing quantitative positive and negative cases provided a novel opportunity enabling machine learning algorithms to predict regression substrate specificity matching the quantitative ELISA specificity scale.
In this work, factor Xa (fXa) was used as a model system. FXa has been an attractive target for antithrombotic therapeutics (Guertin and Choi, 2007; Hertzberg, 1994) . In addition, recombinant fusion proteins are frequently expressed with a fXa cutting site designed for removing fusion domains (Jenny et al., 2003) . Hence, prediction of the fXa specificity has important scientific and technological applications. Using artificial neural network (ANN) and support vector machines (SVM) algorithms to model experimental data from multilevel substrate phage display experiments and high-throughput enzymatic kinetics measurements, we constructed fXa specificity predictors applicable for scanning windows of sequences for potential fXa substrate sites. Ineffective learning due to imbalanced learning data was overcome with bootstrap aggregation (also known as 'bagging') (Breiman, 1996) and data resampling machine learning techniques. High prediction scores for fXa cleavage sites in known substrate proteins demonstrated that the machine learning algorithms were capable of predicting in vivo substrate sites with data from in vitro experiments. The methodology can be generalized to the proteases cleaving peptidyl substrates in the in vitro experiments.
METHODS

Experimental data from multilevel substrate
phage display and quantitative substrate specificity ELISA
The experimental details can be found in a recent publication (Hsu et al., 2008) and in Supplementary Methods. In the data collected for this study, the largest observed k obs was 70 200 min −1 . The positive substrates were defined by the k obs threshold of 5000 min −1 . Below this threshold, the linear regression in determining k obs from the quantitative ELISA experiments yielded fluctuating coefficient of determination (R 2 ) (Supplementary Table 1 ), indicating that these k obs 's were too small to be confidently determined. The k obs was determined by following the enzymatic kinetics over a time course of 60 min-a labor-intensive procedure for large number of substrates. A simplified procedure of measuring the reaction completeness after 60 min of fXa cleavage was first applied to each of the sampled substrate phages so as to prescreen the phage substrates for accurate but elaborative measurement of k obs . In the total 312 sequences sampled, 187 k obs 's were determined. The k obs 's for the 125 substrate sequences that did not pass the prescreening procedure were assigned as 0 min −1 . Out of the observed k obs 's, 132 sequences were determined as positive substrate sequences, defined by the k obs threshold of 5000 min −1 . The rest of the sequences were negative substrate sequences. This is the DS-312 dataset (Supplementary Table 1 ). The cost for DNA sequencing and quantitative ELISA was the only limiting factor for data collection.
Training and benchmarking machine learning algorithms
Ten-fold cross validation test with the DS-312 dataset
The positive and negative cases in the DS-312 dataset were randomly divided into 10 equal portions. One portion was used as test set while the rest of the dataset was used as training set. After the training procedure converged to preset criteria for the machine learning algorithm, the prediction capabilities of the trained predictors were benchmarked with the test set. The process took turns to benchmark prediction accuracy on the 10 non-overlapping test sets with the predictors trained with the corresponding training set.
The results of the 10-fold cross validation test were the average of the accuracy benchmarks (see below for the prediction accuracy measurements as predictability benchmarks).
Artificial neural network
Standard feed-forward back-propagation neural network (Rumelhart et al., 1986) was used to learn the weight of the network by employing gradient descent to minimize the sum of squared error between the network output values and the target values. Six-residue sequence fragments were used as inputs for the ANN. Each of the amino acid types was encoded with 11 physiochemical properties (Liu et al., 2006) from AAindex (Kawashima and Kanehisa, 2000) : The input layer consisted of 66 nodes (11 properties for each residue in a 6mer peptide). The only hidden layer contained eight nodes. The output layer had a single node for normalized k obs value. Two types of normalized k obs value were used to encode the output feature-first, two-class (classification) prediction: if k obs was greater or equal to 5000 min −1 , the output was 1, otherwise the output was encoded as 0; second, real-value (regression) prediction: if k obs was smaller than or equal to 0, the output is 0, otherwise k obs was normalized by a sigmoid-like function, sf.
sf (k obs ) = 1+exp− k obs 5000 min
The normalization function exaggerated the separation of the k obs > 5000 min −1 from the k obs that were equal to 0, while still distinguishing larger k obs from smaller k obs . Learning rates of the hidden layer and the output layer were 0.055 and 0.035, respectively. The training iteration was stopped as the mean absolute error between the ANN output values and the target values converged below the threshold of 0.05. The parameter set, normalization function and the architecture of ANN were determined empirically for optimal performance.
Support vector machines
SVM is a two-class classification approach with a maximized-margin hyperplane, where margin is the distance from the separating hyperplane to the closest data point (Burges, 1998) . Each natural amino acid type was encoded with 20 bits of binary string (1 for the bit corresponding to the amino acid type; 0 for others)-120 bits encoded a six-residue input sequence i as a vector X i . The multidimensional hyperplane was created to separate a set of complex feature vectors X i into binary labeled classes Y i . Here, the Y i output was encoded as either positive or negative fXa substrate. In non-linear separable cases, a maximum-margin hyperplane can be obtained after uniquely transforming the input variables, via a nonlinear mapping, to a high-dimensional kernel space. The radial basis function (RBF) kernel implemented in the LIBSVM software package (Chang and Lin, 2001) :
was used to calculate the maximum-margin hyperplane in the kernel space. The cost (c) and gamma (γ ) parameters of the SVM were optimized with grid searching for the optimal accuracy using only the training dataset. The trained SVM predictors were then applied to the test set for accuracy benchmarking. The confidence level probabilities estimated by the associated LIBSVM utility (Wu et al., 2004) were used as the normalized k obs real-value (regression) predictions.
Rule-based (Naïve) predictors
Three different rule-based (naïve) predictors (NP) were constructed to perform prediction by pattern matching: XXXRXX (NP 1 ), XXGRXX (NP 2 ) and XRXRXX (NP 3 ), where X represents any natural amino acid. These patterns were derived from the positive substrate sequences in DS-312. Only the sequences matched the patterns were predicted to be positive from the corresponding naïve predictor. NP 1 covered almost all the positive substrate sequences in DS-312 dataset and was expected to predict all the true positives along with many false positives, while NP 2 and NP 3 were more specific in predicting true positives along with many false negatives. The naïve predictors were useful in classification prediction and the results were comparable with ANN and SVM classification predictions. But the naïve predictors were not applicable in realistic sequence scanning for protease substrate sites in natural protein sequences; such task requires real-value (regression) predictors derived from ANN or SVM (see above).
Prediction capacity benchmarking
For two-class classification tasks, performances were benchmarked by accuracy (Acc), recall (Rec), precision (Pre), F-score (Fsc) (Manning et al., 2007) and Matthew's correlation coefficient (MCC) (Matthews, 1975) .
where TP is the number of true positives; TN the number of true negatives; FP the number of false positives and FN the number of false negatives. Recall can be viewed as a measurement of completeness, whereas precision is a measurement of exactness or fidelity. There is an inverse relationship between recall and precision; therefore, F-score, the weighted harmonic mean of the two, combines them with equal weight. MCC, as a measure of the quality of two-class classifications, is generally regarded as a balanced measure which can be used even if the classes are of very different sizes. Its value ranges between 0 and 1; random correlation gives 0 MCC while perfect correlation yields 1 MCC. AUC is the area under ROC (receiver operating characteristic) curve, where the y-axis is Rec/100 and the x-axis is (1-Pre)/100. AUC of 1 represents a perfect predictor with both maximal specificity and sensitivity; random prediction with no discrimination power yield AUC of 0.5. For real-value regression prediction, the accuracy results of the predictors were benchmarked by mean absolute error (MAE), root mean squared error (RMSE) and Pearson's correlation coefficient (PCC)
X i and Y i stand for the real and the predicted value, respectively. PCC ranges between −1 and 1; perfect correlation yields 1 PCC while negative PCC represents inverse correlation between the real and predicted values.
Predicting protease substrate sites
Predictors for scanning fXa substrate sites in protein sequences
The accuracy benchmarks of the predictors trained on the DS-312 dataset revealed the feasibility of the multilevel phage display strategy and the extent of the prediction power of the computational models. However, since the DS-312 dataset contained substrate sequences mostly biased toward the positive sequence pattern with Arg at the P1 position, the predictors trained so far were not suitable for scanning protein sequences where on average ∼19 out of 20 six-residue sequences did not contain Arg at the P1 position. This problem was remedied by including simulated negative cases to both training and test datasets to mimic the realistic protein sequence compositions encountered in scanning for potential fXa substrate sites, such that the sequence information for most negative cases that had been excluded from the surveys of the multilevel phage display experiments could be included. A simulated negative sequence was a randomly generated six-residue sequence segment based on the occurrence probabilities for each of the amino acid types in natural protein sequences; the associated k obs of the simulated negative sequence was set to 0 min −1 . Two machine learning aspects were consequential due to the inclusion of the simulated negative cases: First, there were false negatives in the simulated negative substrate sequences where the actual k obs could be larger than the threshold of 5000 min −1 . The fraction of the false negative cases had an upper limit of ∼1/20 in the simulated negative cases (with the Arg at the P1 position), and thus the noise due to the false negative cases was expected to be largely rectified by the positive cases in the training set during the machine learning iterations. A series of control machine learning experiments with increasing portion of XXXRXX cases in the training set were conducted to investigate the relationship between the noise level and the machine learning benchmarks and to identify the threshold fraction of the false negative cases resulting in deteriorating predictor benchmarks. Second, the introduction of overwhelmingly large number of simulated negative substrate sequences would cause imbalance of the training data, resulting in computational models ignoring the minority positive cases. This problem was circumvented with bootstrap aggregation and data resampling techniques as described below.
Bootstrap aggregation (BAGGING)
This is a machine learning technique for generating multiple versions of a predictor and using them to produce an ensemble of prediction results (Breiman, 1996) . Each individual classifier in the predictor ensemble was trained with a different sampling (bag) of the training set, and the final prediction was calculated by averaging with equal weight the output values from the predictors (Manning et al., 2007) . Data resampling was carried out first by randomly dividing DS-312 dataset into 10 bins for 10-fold cross-validation tests. In contrast to the previous training/testing procedure, the training set comprised a set of bags (50 bags for ANN and 10 bags for SVM). Each bag contained all the 119 positive sequences and randomly sampled 30 negative ones from the nine bins designated for training. Simulated negative cases twice as many as the positive ones were also included in each of the training sets (bags). As such, 100 times of simulated negative cases over the positive substrates were used to train the set of ANN predictors, while still avoided learning problems resulting from imbalance dataset. The proportion of different kinds of training cases resampled in this study was found to be the most effective for predictor optimization. The test set comprised 100 simulated amino acid sequences of 150 residues each; each of the sequences contained five positive and two negative substrate sequences randomly obtained from the test dataset (the collection of 10-folds of the 100 simulated test sequences was dubbed DS-Exp52), or three positive and six negative substrate sequences from the test dataset (this collection of 10-folds of the 100 simulated sequences was dubbed DS-Exp36). The goal for the machine learning predictors was to discriminate the true positive substrate sequences from true negative cases with as few false positives and false negatives as possible.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Multilevel substrate phage display
In principle, the training dataset for machine learning algorithms needs to contain as many data points as possible for both positive and negative cases. In reality, the cost for unlimited DNA sequencing and quantitative ELISA measurement is prohibitive, and thus the strategy for positive and negative data sampling is critically consequential for the prediction capabilities of the trained computational models. We set our limit to ∼300 experimental data points for both positive and negative cases combined for the protease. This experimental limit was considered acceptable in most experimental setup. Figure 1 depicts the procedure of the substrate phage display. The first-level substrate phage display selection-amplification cycles used pC-4X library (Supplementary Methods) with consecutive four random Fig. 1 . Flow chart for the multilevel substrate phage display selectionamplification cycle. Details of the methodology can be found in Supplementary Methods (Hsu et al., 2008) . residues for enzymatic cleavage-there was no preconception in designing the display library. A modest group of 32 sequences were sampled and the k obs 's were determined at the end of the selection-amplification cycles. At this level of substrate phage display experiment, the goal was to effectively identify positive substrate sequence patterns, and thus only the selection procedure for positive substrate sequences was carried out. Consequently, 29 out of 32 sampled sequences had k obs > 0, and 18 out of these 29 (62%) substrate sequences belonged to only two sequence patterns: XXGR and XRXR, where the peptide bond after the C-terminal Arg side-chain was the scissile bond (Hsu et al., 2008) . Herein, we adapted a more stringent criterion of k obs > 5000 min −1 for positive substrates; 16 sequences were defined as positive substrates and 14 (89%) sequences belonged to the two most prominent patterns for positive substrate sequences.
Based on the positive substrate patterns above, two second-level substrate phage display libraries were constructed: pC-XXGRXX and pC-XRXRXX (Supplementary Methods). Two extra amino acids C-terminal to the scissile bond added additional information on the P1 and P2 sites. The selection procedure for positive substrates yielded 116 sequences that had k obs greater than the threshold of 5000 min −1 : 40% of these sequences were obtained from the pC-XRXRXX library and the rest were from the pC-XXGRXX library. Equally important, the selection procedure for negative substrate sequences yielded 125 negative substrate sequences from the two libraries: 46% of the negative substrate sequences were derived from the pC-XXGRXX library and the rest from the pC-XRXRXX library. Overall, 180 negative substrate sequences and 132 positive substrate sequence, as well as the corresponding k obs 's, were sampled with the multilevel substrate phage display experiments, and the dataset was named DS-312.
Cross-validation tests on DS-312
These cross-validation tests were carried out to evaluate not only the information completeness of the dataset but also the limitation of the predictors' accuracy imposed by the information content of the training dataset. The 10-fold cross-validation benchmarks, which measured the average predictability of random 10% of the cases in a dataset with the predictors trained with the rest 90% of the dataset, on the dataset DS-312 are summarized in Tables 1  and 2 for classification and regression predictions, respectively: As expected, naïve predictors have higher recall as most of the substrate sequences in DS-312 match these patterns based on the phage display experimental design. On the other hand, ANN and SVM predictors yielded predictions with reasonable MCC. Both ANN and SVM models captured substantial substrate sequence rules-judging by the AUC of approximately approaching 0.7 (not covered by the naïve predictors) and MCC larger than 0.3. In addition, the PCC outcomes for the ANN and SVM are all approaching 0.5, suggesting that regression prediction models could provide reasonably accurate real-value predictions, which could not be derived from the naïve predictors. In summary, although the accuracy of the prediction is subject to the coverage of the dataset, which had been completed only to certain extent, the 10-fold cross-validation tests suggested that the set of data points collected in DS-312 contained sufficient information to train reasonably accurate predictors to carry out realistic sequence scanning for fXa substrate sites.
Cross-validation tests on DS-Exp52 and DS-Exp36
Since the DS-312 dataset contained substrate sequences with Arg at the P1 position, the predictors trained with DS-312 were not suitable to scanning natural protein sequences where on average ∼19 out of 20 six-residue sequence segments do not contain Arg at the P1 position. This problem was remedied by including simulated negative cases to the training dataset to mimic the realistic protein sequence compositions encountered in a proteome. A simulated negative sequence was a randomly generated six-residue sequence based on the occurrence probabilities for each of the amino acid types in natural protein sequences. Two machine learning aspects were of concern due to the inclusion of the simulated negative cases in the training set: First, there were false negatives in the simulated negative substrate sequences where the actual k obs could be larger than the threshold of 5000 min −1 . Second, the introduction of overwhelmingly large number of simulated negative substrate sequences would cause imbalance of the training data, resulting in computational models ignoring the minority positive cases. The former was proven to be insignificant; the latter was circumvented with bootstrap aggregation and data resampling (see below).
To quantitatively identify the consequence of the noises in the training dataset introduced by simulated negative cases, we used a series of control machine learning experiments to test the relationship between the artificial noise level and the accuracy of the predictors. The results indicated that only when the artificial fraction with the pattern of XXXRXX reached 10% in the training set, the prediction benchmarks began to deteriorate with MCC decreased by not more than 0.1 (from 0.766 to 0.68 for DS-Exp52 and from 0.564 to 0.53 for DS-Exp36 in the ANN control experiments). This control experiment suggested that our methodology in expanding the dataset DS-312 to DS-Exp datasets would compromise the prediction accuracy to a small extent; i.e. the MCC shown in Table 3 could not exceed the upper bound of 0.9 judging by the fraction of ∼1/20 of the XXXRXX in the simulated negative sequences.
Classification benchmarks for DS-Exp52 and DS-Exp36 are shown in Table 3 . It was obvious from the table that ANN and SVM yielded comparable performance and outperformed the three Table 3 ). NP 1 has recall of 100% because pattern XXXRXX is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for positive substrate sequences.
The most notorious difficulty in imbalanced training would be the undesirable consequence where the predictors neglect positive substrate sequences, resulting in mostly false positive predictions and rare true positive predictions-a situation would yield unrealistic Acc and Pre values. However, the Rec and MCC values shown in Table 3 indicated that this difficulty had been circumvented through the application of the bootstrap aggregation and data resampling techniques (see Section 2). In addition, naïve predictors were not subject to the imbalanced training difficulty as described above, and the superior performance of the ANN and SVM over the naïve predictors also supported that the bootstrap aggregation predictors were successfully trained with balanced prediction capabilities in distinguishing both negative and positive substrate sequences in realistic protein sequences.
The results presented in the previous paragraph also indicated that the ANN and SVM regression predictors could be used to construct a (Lin et al., 2005) . Known fXa substrate sites (as indicated by substrate sequence colored in red above the peaks) can be identified by ANN and SVM using a cutoff normalized k obs value of 0.7. Substrate sequences with normalized k obs value >0.6 are also labeled.
substrate sequence scanning machine on natural protein sequences with reasonable accuracy. Since naïve predictors cannot perform regression (real-value) predictions by pattern matching; only the benchmarking procedure for ANN and SVM regression predictions was carried out and the results are shown in Table 4 . High PCC as well as low MAE and RMSE for both methods indicated that the enhancement of the performance in comparison with the DS-312 experiment was due to the strengthening of the prediction of the true negatives as a result of the inclusion of the simulated negative substrate sequences. The results shown in Table 4 indicated that the ANN and SVM regression predictors were reasonably accurate as a scanning device for potential substrate sequences in natural protein sequences.
3.4 Data-driven fXa substrate sequence scanning machines: case studies on fXa substrate sequences
Three known in vivo substrate proteins: prothrombin, coagulation factor VII isoform b precursor and coagulation factor X preprotein, for which the fXa cleavage sites are known, were used as test cases.
Sequence scanning results with both ANN and SVM regression predictors are shown in Figure 2 . All the previously identified fXa substrate sites: IEGRTA at position 311-316 of prothrombin, PQGRIV at position 209-214 of factor VII precursor and EKGRQS at position 369-375 of factor X preprotein (Brandstetter et al., 1996) have been identified with the ANN and SVM regression predictorsthe predicted normalized specificity values for these sites were among the highest scorers shown in Figure 2 . These predictions were remarkable in that the input information for the predictors were obtained only from the in vitro phage display experiments. Some predicted positive substrate sites could be irrelevant to the function of fXa because these sites are not accessible to the protease due to the steric hindrance of the native protein structures. At least a fraction of these sites can be tentatively isolated by overlapping the substrate sequence scanning results with predicted secondary structure fragments (see Fig. 2 for the coil structure predictions of the test proteins)-only the substrate sequences observed in the tentative coil regions could be more relevant to the biological function of the protease. In addition, since our training dataset contains the majority of the specific substrate sequences but nevertheless is unlikely to include all the specificity information there is for the protease, false predictions could occur. We anticipate that the prediction accuracy can be further improved with larger collection of data points, albeit at the cost of experimental resources. Current predictions are useful as initial screening for the substrates from a large pool of protein sequences.
The prediction utilities for Figure 2 are available from the web server http://asqa.iis.sinica.edu.tw/fXaWeb/ (user's instruction included).
CONCLUSIONS
Substrate specificity scanning for proteases of interest are important research tools in biological and technology applications. Computational tools and databases have been established to facilitate the search of connections between the proteases and the corresponding substrates (Backes et al., 2005; Boyd et al., 2004; Garay-Malpartida et al., 2005; Narayanan et al., 2002; Rawlings et al., 2008; Yang, 2005) . Existing applications have been relying on naturally occurring substrate sequences in training computational models for substrate predictions. Difficulties arose as the naturally occurring substrate sequences covered a small fraction of the specificity spectrum of the protease of interest, or worse when the substrate sequence data were seriously skewed or unavailable.
The results in this work supported computational models capable of automatically identifying biologically relevant substrate sequences. Tables 1 and 2 compare the similarities and contrast the differences between the two encoding methods. In two class predictions (Table 1) , ANN encoding was superior to SVM encoding, while in the real value predictions (Table 2) , SVM outperformed ANN. In particular, the differences are notable in Figure 2 . The two encoding methods are complementary and thus the consensual results from the two types of predictions are expected to be more reliable.
The computational models constructed herein are useful proteomic tools, providing connection information between the regulatory proteases and the tentative substrate proteins in the proteome. The methodology was designed to model the substrate specificity data without the need to assume that the sequential substrate residues are non-cooperative and independent, and thus can be generalized to any protease of interest, provided that the active form (not necessarily purified form) of the protease is available for the in vitro experiments.
